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Faculty enthusiastic about WLU-UniWat co-operation
Following President Peters' letter urging co-operation
between Waterloo Lutheran University and the Univer-
sity of Waterloo, several departments here are consider-
ing negotiations.
Although a committee of senior members of both uni-
versities is being set up, various departments are going
ahead on their own.
Dr. Neale Tayler, Dean of Arts
and Science, outlined the pros-
pective co-operation as a medi-
um by which academic programs
would be further co-ordinated.
Tayler said the administration
was asking individual depart-
ments to discuss the matter first,
before any assessment would be
made from an administrative
point of view.
"It could be we offer all courses
necessary for our undergraduates;
but we are interested," added
Tayler. "We are not interested
in competing."
Graduate studies would be one
of the main areas of interest,
should such an agreement become
a reality. At present there is pro-
vision for post-graduate psycholo-
gy students to take one of their
Masters 7 courses at Uniwat.
Dr. Mary Kay Lane, professor
of psychology, said "We have
been co-operating with the Uni-
versity of Waterloo for years.
Psychologists tend to stick togeth-
er as a professional group, no
matter what institution they work
for. We see their psychology de-
partment socially, and our stu-
dents and faculty are welcome
at their weekly psychology sem-
inars."
Professor Glenn Carroll, Dean
of the School of Business and
Economics, commented "the Uni-
versity of Waterloo has not been
noted as having a strong eco-
nomics department, but they are
growing very rapidly. They have
only a few business courses so
most of the co-operation would
be in the area of economics."
Carroll pointed out there is
presently co-operation in the areas
of computer work and guidance.
"We have a terminal hooked up
to their big computer, and their
guidance department sends stu-
dents down to us. I see as many
as sixty students a year who are
disillusioned with their programs
in engineering and the other sci-
ences. They come down here for
counselling because there is no
one at U. of W. who can tell
them about a career in business."
Professor Carroll also added a
note of caution: "I think co-oper-
ation with the University of Wa-
terloo is a very good thing, but
let's not, in our enthusiasm, re-
strict in any way our co-operation
with other nearby universities
such as Guelph and McMaster."
The geography department has
also been co-operating with Uni-
wat. Some students from both
universities ax*e taking courses
at the other. There is also some
exchange of professors. Dr. Me-
Murray explained department
heads from Ontario universities
have been meeting as a commit-
tee for some time, so co-opera-
tion is not a new idea. He is not
fearful that WLU is going to be
engulfed by Uniwat, but believes
co-operation will "benefit both
universities, and should strength-
en them. We can take advantage
of mutual strength," he said.
Professor MacLulich of the Bi-
ology department had no idea
of what these discussions could
lead to. He said he could con-
jecture about things that might
be done but could predict noth-
ing concrete. He thought it might
be possible for students of WLU
to take their fourth year at Uni-
wat for an honours degree in
science. He also thought that stu-
dents might do research here for
a Master of Arts degree from
Uniwat.
Dr. Heller, chairman of the
chemistry department said noth-
ing but good could come of co-
operation. He felt co-operation
will strengthen WLU's science
program as it would be inter-
meshed with the strong research
program at the University of Wa-
terloo. Dr. Heller said as far as
he knew, everyone was enthusi-
astic about the agreement.
Professor Secord, acting head
of the Mathematics department,
felt the agreement would have no
great effect on his department.
Emphasizing he spoke only for
himself, Secord added:
"Our courses are of a general
nature whereas the University of
Waterloo courses are more spec-
ialized."
He found the idea of "co-opera-
tion" vague and did not know
whether it would mean sharing
the computer facilities. Waterloo
Lutheran already shares compu-
ters on the faculty level.
The English department was
not prepared to make a state-
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These buildings could become increasingly important as areas for co-operation between WLU and the University of Waterloo
Marshall walks out of SAC meeting
The growing crisis in the Stu-
dents' Administrative Council fin-
ally exploded Wednesday night
as President Lauren Marshall
found herself confronted bv coun
oil
The preliminary report of the
committee investigating Trans
Canada Student Services and the
Student Consumer Association
raised many questions concern-
ing Miss Marshall's involvement
with these organizations.
Asked about the inconsistency
in her recent statement regard-
ing her activities, Miss Marshall
emphasized, "I have acted in the
best interests of council. What's
the use of bringing out facts that
just confuse the issue."
Regarding the letter sent by
Miss Marshall to the universities
in Ontario in which she stated
retractions were expected follow-
ing the publication of allegedly
libelous statements in the Cord,
she replied "I did not see a copy
of that letter until it went out
in the Cord."
Although Donald Loeb. Execu-
tive member of Trans Canada
Student Services, signed Miss
Marshall's name to the letter,
Lauren repealed she had not seen
the letter. "I cannot answer for
Donald Loeb at this time," she
added.
Anticipating reaction from
council and interested students.
Miss Marshall stated "I know
there are complaints against me
I am under advice of legal coun-
sel that if anything of a defama-
tory or slanderous nature is said
in this meeting, legal action will
be taken."
"If any petition containing
slanderous material is circulated,
anyone who signs it will be con
tributing to slander and will be
sued."
She refused to agree to an in-
camera meeting.
Asked where she got her infor-
mation concerning the nine uni-
versities that she said had join-
ed the Student Consumer Assoc-
iation, she answered she did not
have the information on file but
had received it verbally from
Donald Loeb. Repeatedly asked if
she checked Loeb's information,
Miss Marshall answered "I got
all my information from Donald
Loeb."
Miss Marshall also said Matthew
Hudson had told her Stewart
Saxe, president of Canadian Uni-
versity Press, was being sued for
libelous statements appearing in
the House Organ. CUP's news-
letter. Saxe denied he was being
sued.
Danny Haughn informed coun-
cil he had asked Hudson about
this matter, and Hudson had de-
nied talking to Miss Marshall
about it at any time.
First saying "no" and then
"yes," to queries regarding finan
cial investment. Miss Marshall
countered "If you want to say I
have financial involvement, say
it, and then prove it in court."
Several inconsistencies in her
statements and activities in this
matter were pointed out to which
she replied. 'It's none of your
damned business "
Following an appeal to the stu-
dents in which she said. "I stand
on my record as president and
SAC can either accept or reject
me." Miss Marshall left the meet-
ing.
The president's exit did not
end the meeting Many students
and council members were dis-
satisfied with how the meeting
had progressed.
"Why don't you cats impeach
her and get it over with already,"
was one student's comment.
Both Meg van Alstine and Jim
Lawson, Vice-president: Extern-
al and Internal respectively said
Miss Marshall had threatened to
call for the resignations of any
executive member if they knew
of a motion coming up of which
she was herself unaware.
"I would like to make it known
at this time that in an executive
meeting Lauren told every mem-
ber 'if a bomb falls at this meet-
ing and you don't tell me about
it beforehand, when the meeting
is through, you are off the execu-
tive,' " said Miss van Alstine.
Lawson reiterated Miss Mar-
shall said "if there is a bomb and
I have no warning. I will de-
mand your resignations."
Further evidence of discrepan-
cies was presented and it was
pointed out by Sue Brown, Chair-
man of the Student Secretariat
alt evidence was documented, and
did not need an answer.
Answering challenges of the
right to continue the meeting
without Miss Marshall there to
answer on her own behalf, arts
representative Phil Nicol claim-
ed Miss Marshall should have
been there but since she left of
her own accord, there was no rea-
son why the meeting should be
discontinued.
Meg van Alstine added. "We're
not always sure of all the rules.
But we tried to get her to an-
swer questions and she walked
out. We have to live by the rules,
therefore the onus is on the stu-
dents."
Canadian Union of Students is dead
Following the defeat of Refer-
enda at the Universities of Tor-
onto and Carleton, the Canadian
Union of Students decided that
it was to be no more.
From a membership of 44 uni-
versities five years ago. CUS is
now left with \2 in all of English
and French Canada. The with-
drawal of the University of Tor-
onto students was the death blow
to an already crippled organiza-
tion.
Vice-president of CUS, Michael
O'Sullivan, felt the union's 1968
congress at the University of
Guelph painted a sufficiently
dark picture of the views of the
people involved that CUS was
never able to recover its losses.
At the Ontario Union of Stu-
dents conference recently, it was
announced CUS would continue
in a more moderate vein How-
ever. this idea was later aban-
doned. A press release explain-
ed, "recognizing that a reduction
in activities means a real reduc-
tion with satisfaction, the coun-
cil decided it would phase out all
of its activities by the end of
November.'*(Continued on page 3)
Off the cuff
by Ludwig von Ichabod
Woe and eureka! It is a disheartening blow to vanity when your
egotistical columnist discovered that only a select few read his
epic columns. They are his editor, because she has to (too much
graffiti in this column is a no-no), his friends who criticize with
fiendish delight, and, of course, himself who likes to see himself
in print. Again, this goes to show the extent of apathy of the
students who are complacent and who are unwilling to find out
what other people are doing. But enough of subtle complaints—if
you don't read the Cord, you won't read this anyway.
Ha, it has been a frustrating week with so much academic activity
that I decided to goof-off and not to worry about it. Therefore, 1 shall
only write a very short column. Please, no cheers, applauses, or
what-have you. I can't stand all this limelight.
Here are some light observations on this suitcase campus:
Some girls are like vanilla ice cream—sweet but awfully cold!
Others just melt at room temperature.
Romance is like the first time you filled out your income tax
returns, and later discovered that you've done it all wrong.
I've always wondered about the people who carry so many photos
of the opposite sex in their wallets. Are the snapshots remembrances
of friends or are they mere status symbols (like trophies on the
wall) for friends to admire with envy?
People are supposedly more sensitive to others nowadays—then,
why do we make brash criticisms and sarcastic remarks to one
another?
Why do people loathe to see idiotic drunks displaying their vir-
tuoso, and then turn around and think themselves a bowl of laughs
making the same assinine things and actions when they themselves
get drunk?
People are more hedonistic; they do things for immediate gratifi-
cation selfishly without thinking about the discomfort they may
cause someone else.
It seems that the fad of this year in the "romance" field is to
play it cool and "meet as many people as possible" (direct quote
from sources). Too bad not many people know it. They stick true
blue to a select few.
Talking about meeting more people on campus; it is unfortunate
that the most complaints from people are that they don t meet more
people after the first month on campus. It seems that not many
people are willing to venture out to other fields. This is traditional
conservatism within everybody, for all the bravados about being
open minded.
The world is full of hypocrites; only it hurts more when you
discover you yourself are one.
After seven weeks on campus some people still wonder why they
ever came to university. Hell, many uppticlassmen wonder about
the same damn thing.
The criticism of our football team may be deserved!?) because of
past performance (like last week's game), but do you know it is
hurting the players' morale for the coming game? Think about it.
How would you feel if you were in their shoes.
The freshmen are "uptight'' about library science lectures, what
with all the questions Ihcy ask the survivors of this disease. The
way this optimistic columnist sees it, the lectures will keep
the freshmen on campus on weekends for a change. No suit-case
paek-ups this week, baby. Ha, ha, ha.
The Torque room has always been full of nuts. However, this
year there are chess nuts, chest nuts, and leg nuts. nuts to
that!
Did you know that, soon, you can drop your cigaret butts on the
concourse without burning down the university? Whoopy!
The Cord burns at 451 degrees Fahrenheit. So put some fire to your
campus rag.
Everytime you add sugar and cream to your dining ball coffee,
you will have a stirring moment.
Predictions on the English 20 test. You ainf gonna git a high
mark, kiddo. Feci relieved if you make a pass or just pass. It is
designed to shake you up from your seven week lethargy. You've
been goofing off too much, kiddo. What hurts more is that the mark
counts.
With that happy note in mind I shall retire and think up next
week's column . . . uh, sermon on the rocks. Happy Halloween.
Chow, (correct, spelling is ciao.)
Loyola students boycott classes
MONTREAL (CUP)—Approxi-
mately half of the 4.500 students
at Loyola college boycotted their
classes Monday on the first day
of a strike protesting Loyola ad-
ministration's refusal to accept
arbitration over their filing of
physics instructor Srinivasa San-
thanam.
Sponsored by the executive of
the Loyola student, council, the
strike lasted until Wednesday
and received the support of al-
most 100 of the college's 270
teachers, mostly from the fa-
culty of arts.
Loyola students narrowly ap
proved the strike action October
14, after 10 members of the se-
nate—three students and seven
faculty—left the governing body
and declared they no longer had
any confidence in the adminis-
tration.
At least 22 professors have
risked dismissal at the college,
by stating they would refuse to
bold classes during the student
strike. And the entire history de-
partment at Loyola will hold two-
hour study sessions for strikers
in a nearby United Church on
each day of the protest.
Approximately 80 other faculty
members have signed a petition
upholding the students' right to
strike, and asking that no written
or oral assignments he required
during the protest, no examina-
tions be given, and any material
covered in lectures be reviewed
later upon request by students.
The Loyola administration has
issued no comment on the strike.
Physics professor Santiumam,
the subject of the dispute, signed
a statement in December 1967
stating his intention to resign
from the Loyola faculty in 1960,
but was later given a contract
for this year which stated it
"superceded all other verbal
agreements." The board 0f
trustees fired him anyway.
Faculty and students are de-manding that administration sub"
mit to binding arbitration by the
Canadian Association of Univer-
sity Teachers.




JUST CALL . . .
>78-7410
103 King St. N., Waterloo
The Campusbank closes in
5 minutes and this idiot's got to
prove himself!
True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking a a
services for students and faculty.
Visit your Campusbank ■£■ Bankof Montreal
Canada's First Bank
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FAMOUS FOr CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE
Licensed Under LCBO Recently Renovated
TAKE OUT ORDERS AND RESERVATtONS
Phone: 742-4488 — 742-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road
SAME DAY SERVfCE SWAN CLEANERS 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
220 King Street North Opposite WLU Waterloo
ment. Its only speculation was
the sharing' of library facilities
would be the first consideration.
Rev. Erich Schultz. Head Li-
brarian, pointed out the more ex-
tensive library system could pos-
sibly develop. Waterloo Lutheran
students, he said, are presently
admitted to the Ifniwat library
for study and reference purposes.
"There are no loan privileges
with other universities in Ontar-
io," he added. "This comes from
the basic premise it" a university-
has library facilities at the un-
dergraduate level, as part of their
academic program, that university
is responsible for looking after
its own students first.
Such co-operation agreement
w'rth Uniwat could eventually
mean a combined list of serial
holdings. In this way we could
avoid duplication of purchases




reprint from the Chevron
George Haggar, perhaps the
first Canadian victim of the cur-
rent purge of activist faculty
members, offered his services to
any student group that wished to
hire him for an annual salary of
only $3,000.
Speaking in the campus center
Friday. Haggar outlined some of
his personal history.
He was fired from Waterloo
Lutheran's faculty in 1967 be-
cause the administration felt "he
would be happier elsewhere".
The administration had con.
eluded this partly because of an
article Haggar wrote entitled
The faculty: inteliigeimtia or
clerks? The article spoke of fa-
culty supporting the status-quo
while claiming objectivity.
After great difficulty, he got
hired as poli-sci chairman at
Southern University in New Or-
leans. He was fired and deported
for his alleged role in a campus
strike.
Haggar experienced further
difficulty in finding an academic
job since then.
He has laid formal charges
with the Ontario human rights
commission against five univer-
sities for considering his ethnic
origin and political beliefs rather
than his ability.
Haggar noted his was not the
only such case now that Stan
Gray has been fired from McGill
and several faculty have recently
been dismissed from Simon Fras-
er.
In keeping with his emphasis
on history, he reminded his aud-
ience that universities began as
student-run institutions. As time
passed, the clerks who were
hired by the students gradually
took control of the operation and
now we have universities geared
for industrial training and the
integration of people into the
system.
At present, there is only a
loosely organized left who "don't
speak seriously of revolution; but
only struggle to make people
more aware that something is
wrong."
Even so, "the repression is
strong, even the liberal's answer
to social concern is now getting
smashed by those who created
it."
Haggar expressed concern that
we in Canada who see the United
States as imperialist tend to im-
port a branch-plant radicalism to
combat it.
"If we begin with the premise
that we are a colony of the U.S.
then we must direct our energies
against this we need to be libera-
ted."
"The colonialism extends it-
self even to the classroom. Every
day your profs are appealing to
you idealogicallv. The danger
lies in accepting their claim on
objectivity. The very selection
of material is in favor of the
status-quo."
He pointed out that the faculty
doesn't want democracy.
"The faculty surround their
position with status, distinction.
autocratic rule, and hierarchy.
They oppose social change."
Their outlook was described as
one of liberal totalitarianism.
An interesting event that
points out the dependency oE
Canada's foreign policy was re-
called by Haggar. While he was
at Lutheran, Pearsons external
—affairs minister Paul Martin
gave a speech on campus.
Martin was convincing' his
audience that Canada does as it
pleases with its foreign policy.
Haggar asked why Canada gave
medical aid to South Vietnam
Martin said that the North had
not requested aid.
Haggar then proceeded to try
to make a call to Ho Chi Minh in
order that thv North could ask
Martin for medical assistance.
To the disbelief of the stu-
dents, Bell Telephone would not
put a call through to North Viet-
nam without the consent of
president Lyndon Johnson or de-
fence secretary Robert McNam-
ara. Not even the prime minister
was allowed a call without such
permission.
Students were urged to try to
recover their control, over hiring
and firing if they wanted to have
a critical university.
"The purpose of our stay here
should be education, not a so-
cialization process whereby we
learn to fit into the existing
structure." In the informal dis-
cussion period that followed,
Haggar offered his services for
$3,000 to any student group that
wished to hire him.
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George Haggar, former professor of Political Science
at WLU claimed he was discriminated against during
a meeting at UniWat Friday,
Final chance for CUS—U of T votes "NO"
TORONTO (CUP)—The Cana-
dian Union of Students is dead.
On October 22 students at the
University of Toronto voted to
withdraw from the union. With-
out Toronto's membership fees
the union, which has been losing
members for the last two years,
can't possibly continue financial-
ly.
With its membership cut to less
than a dozen institutions it
wouldn't be much use continuing
anyway.
"The exact fate of the union
will be decided at a national coun-
cil meeting next Monday and
Tuesday,'' said CUS president
Martin Loney Thursday night. "I
don't want to make any comments
until then about future plans,"
he said while attending a CUS
party generally billed as a wake.
Financially the union may not
be able to meet its present com-
mitments. "If those who arc still
members pay, and if Toronto pays
the portion covering the last two
months, we're OK—otherwise I
don't know," Loney said.
"One of our greatest responsi-
bilities is to our support staff,
most of whom have been with
us over ten years." Loney con
tinned. "25.000 workers have just
been laid off in Ottawa."
The Toronto vote had a record
campus turnout of 38 per cent.
5.434 students voted 'no' and 2.222
'yes,' Membership in the Ontario
Union of Students was also re-
jected as part of the same refer-
endum question.
Student president Gus Abols.
who campaigned against CUS.
said he was very satisfied with
the results.
"This proves to me." he said,
"that the radicals are no longer
the representatives and the stu-
dents have rejected them."
Loney disagreed that the mean-
ing was clear.
"It's unfortunate that the cam-
paigns haven't fought on issues
but on stereotypes and slogans
-—we were prepared to fight on
CUS's policies—that's not what
happened."
Loney agreed, however, that
the vote did give some indication
of students' political views.
"It shows that a lot of students
are no more or less liberal than
the general public—when things
are put to them in the form of
anti-communism they will respond
the same as the voters did in Bri-
tish Columbia—which is a re-
flection of our educational sys-
tem and the society it perpetu-
ates," Loney said referring to a
B.C. provincial election in which
Social Credit leader W. A. C. Ben-
nett openly red-baited to defeat
strong NDP challengers.
In the last few months CUS
has been attacked from the left
as well as the right, As early as
last February some radical left
students at the University of Wa-
terloo had opposed CUS during
a crucial referendum battle even-
tually lost by 17 votes.
At Toronto the left wing edi-
tor of the student newspaper.
Brian Johnson, called on students
to ignore the referendum because
"the Canadian Union of Students
does not exist—C'US has never
acted as a union because it nev-
er was a union."
Johnson went on to attack
CUS's structure as inherently ir-
relevant to the needs of today's
students.
Loney was disappointed by the
attacks from the left. "In the ac-
tual context of what's happening,
he said, "they ignored what CUS
could do to increase awareness,
and instead of giving the organi-
zation critical support sat back
and watched the right wing back-
lash."
The end of CUS may not be
the end of a national student
organization. At Toronto, student
president Gus Abols said he
would try to form a new union
with other campuses that reject-
ed CUS. The proposed union
would be "non-political" and
would "work for student re-
forms.''
Abols was instrumental in the
preparation of by-laws for an al-
ternate "federation" circulated
at (he last CUS congress in Aug-
ust. It was laughed at by moder-
ates and radicals alike and died
on the floor of the plenary for
lack of a seconder.
"Any relevant national union
will have to deal with the same
issues we faced," Loney said. "It's
just a matter of time and educa-
tion."
Founded in 1926. the Canadian
Union of Students was the world s
third oldest national student or-
ganization. Still operating are Bri-
tain's National Union ot Students,
and the All Union Student Coun-
cil of the USSR.
Carleton students reject CUS
OTTAWA (CUP)—The Canad-
ian Union of Students has been
defeated in what was billed as
a crucial referendum in deciding
the fate of the national union.
Students at Ottawa's Carleton
University voted October 20 and
21 almost two-to-one to keep their
student association out of CUS.
Final results were 1656 to 881,
on the question of CUS member-
ship for the 6000-sludent campus.
The vote at the 17,000-student
campus will indicate whether
CUS continues to exist or goes
"bellv-up at Christmas".
CUS has been financially
crippled by withdrawals of sever-
al major campuses over the last
year.
Carleton voted to withdraw last
year by a vote of 1298 to 1043,
but a change to a pro-CUS stu-
dent council meant the campus
remained in until the annual con-
gress this summer.
"A lot of the blame lies with
the pro-CUS people for not organ-
izing enough," Schmidt said, "and
I include myself, although I did
try to make it a part of my cam-
paign."
Both Schmidt and his closest
opponent in last week's student
council election supported CUS.
"I just hope it wasn't a victory
for 33,000 bottles of beer and let-
ters from Peking," said Schmidt,
referring to a letter published in
the student newspaper suggest-
ing beer be purchased with the
money Carleton would have paid
to CUS. and a poster which said




McGill's eight student senators
and three student council mem-
bets resigned their posts Friday
rather than "stay and legitimize
what the senate is doing."
Education rep Margo Verra!
asked student council to send no
more students to senate meetings
until the administration promised
to restructure the university's
highest governing body to in-
clude "one-third students, one-
third faculty and one-third repre-
sentatives of the Quebec people. - '
When council refused to pass
the measure in favor of eontin-
uing negotiations with adminis-
tration on the government of
MeGill. Verral, two more council
members and five senators re-
signed. The senators' terms ex-
pire next week.
In a joint statement the re-
signees accused council of adopt-
ing '"a conciliatory and ineffec-
tive position vis-a-vis the restruc-
turing of the government of
MeGill."
They said council had sided
against "a MeGill which serves
and is controlled by the people
of Quebec" in refusing to take
a harder line with administra-
tion.
"Ban the Bra" comes to WLU
by Jim Wilson
Rumours are currently being
spread around campus about the
possibility of a "Ban the bra"
day. However, the recent cold
weather has evidently forced a
postponement of such plans.
The danger of chest colds
seems to have persuaded the ma-
jority of females not to partici-
pate
Asked what her main objection
to wearing a bra was. one of the
main organizers said. "They're
uncomfortable as hell and they
cost money which is as good a
reason as any."
Waterloo Lutheran would not
be the first university on tfus
continent to hold a "Ban the bra"
day. Numerous such events have
occurred, principally in the Unit-
ed States at the instigation of
female activist groups.
An informal poll of 150 WS.U
coeds conducted Wednesday re-
vealed that -52 would support, the
day, 34 would not. 17 didn't wear
bras anyway, 37 had no comment,
8 wore undershirts and couldn't
care less, and 2 thought 'brassiere'
was a dirty French word.
An informal poll of six female
CORD staffers revealed all 6 had
never heard of bras
One member commented "How
would I know. I work here.
Try the photo office.'
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We're not laughin
Students' Administrative Council is a joke, one big fat
joke! But the Cord is not laughing", and neither should
the students. Since the beginning of the year SAC has
argued a lot but accomplished very little. Things have
now come to a head, and a situation which never should
have occured has arisen. Innuendoes, gossip, and accusa-
tions are being tossed about between the two vying fac-
tions of SAC like Jello at a Dining Hall food fight.
At Wednesday night's Students' Council meeting,
certain members preferred nit-picking and petty squab-
bles to a clear, concise presentation of the facts. They
proceeded to hang Miss Marshall in person while she
was there, and in effigy after she left.
On the other side of the fence, as soon as the tide
turned against Lauren Marshall, she refused to answer
any more questions, and departed in a huff. We feel
that more maturity should be shown on both sides.
At present, a petition of non-confidence in Miss Mar-
shall is being circulated on campus. Each student must
consider the facts presented by both sides, and make a
decision on whether or not to sign this document.
The Cord refuses to take sides in this debate and feels
that it is a matter for the conscience of each individual
student, who must be responsible for the ramifications
of his actions.
This newspaper wants only the facts—from both sides.
SAC in its present condition is unworkable, and may
as well suspend all of its activities until this question is
resolved. The council members should realize this, and
get off their asses before it is too late. There are still a
great number of questions left to be answered about Miss
Marshall, SCA, and TCSS. We hope these can be cleared
up in short order. Perhaps then, Council can get back to
the business at hand, and at least accomplish a few
things before its term expires.
Unlock the Arts building
One of the more unfortunate aspects of Homecoming
weekend was one which occurs almost every weekend
during the year. This is the fact that the doors of the
Arts Building are locked from Friday evening to Monday
morning with the exception of the Saturdays on which
extension classes are held. The Bookstore was open last
Saturday but a great many people could not get to it
because the Arts Building was locked and only the doors
to the new Teaching Building were open.
The Cord feels that there should be a Security Guard
on duty 24 hours each day so that the Arts Building
could remain open on weekends. This would make pas-
sage to and from the Library much easier and allow
people to work in the labs without searching for a Se-
curity Guard, who usually is hard to find.
It would also seem a good idea to this newspaper,
that the Torque Room be kept open on weekends to pro-
vide coffee and light meals for those students who do not
have a meal card, cannot afford to eat at the Dining
Hall prices and wish to study on campus during the
weekend.
The new Student Centre is slated to provide these
needed snack bar facilities but we cannot wait, for they
are needed now.
Football stands become farmyard display
An alarming and somewhat shocking
sight at the Homecoming football game
Saturday was the vast amounts of crude
farmyard displays, featured in the
stands.
Assuming university students are in-
telligent, intellectual adults in the pro-
cess of expanding their insights into life
and learning, the very opposite impres-
sion was apparent, when booze, profan-
ity, in the form of "fuck-off", and
brawls dominated the scene in the
stands.
Not particularly intriguing or im-
pressing, was the sight of some half-
assed idiot who pulled down his pants to
the cheering of his animal friends.
Lutheran students, although engaging
in drunkeness and fighting, (anyone
seeing those animals from Cuelph would
like to place them on the boards) did
manage to outshine the boors from the
farmer college.
It appears that anyone invited, yes
invited, to a football game and acting
in the manner they displayed deserves
nothing more than a sandbox and a pile
of manure to play in their HOME en-
vironment.
Drinking at football games in some
controlled fashion can at times be amus-
ing. but drinking to the point of turning
people into the lowest possible animal
is something that should not be tolerat-
ed.
Why is there not more of the male
sex with GUTS to stand up and place
these animals into the ground for good
-—not physically but through cultivated
intelligence.
Finally, we would like to say, "Good-
bye Guelph—we hope you never come
back—your presence and ignorance will
not be missed."
forum
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, facility and mem-
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these Vilngs:
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
and submitted to the CORD of-




Although the article in last
week's Cord alleges that "as a
result of a disagreement in oper-
ation policy between the manage-
ment of Caesar's Forum and the
organizers from WLU", it does
not answer the quest ion
"WHAT". The organizers further
assert that "it is felt the atmos-
phere between ourselves and
Caesar's Forum has become ex-
tremely strained''. The question
is ''WHY"? Further it states "to
Die extent that the successful
operation of Pub Nite would be
jeopardized." HOW? It states
further that "the original intent
of pub nite. that of prepraing an
environment suitable for the stu-
dents of WLU", but does not ans-
wer "WHERE?"
The allegation (th;rt the weekly
event was cancelled due to jeo-
pardizing a successful operation,
that the environment was not
suitable for the students of WLU,
or that any increase in price was
necessitated, speculated or men-
tioned) is an outrage, and affront
to one's dignity and a deliberate
distortion perpetrated by two In-
dividuals. They deemed it their
prerogative to hold or cancel a
weekly event as they saw fit. It
is a presumption on their part
to treat this event as their pri-
vate concern and to use it as
they please.
The students participated and
enjoyed themselves, as evidenced
by the good turn-out each week.
The idea of the off campus social
is to provide a facility for the
students of WLU, which is need-
ed, but not available either on
campus or in beautiful downtown
Waterloo. The Thor Meade Soc-
iety in fact, is the provision of
this facility for the students. It
has been accepted and proven
worthy. The full co-operation of
Caesar s Forum and the indul-
gence of the L.C.8.0. privileged
the society to prove its merit.
Human weakness, as is the na-
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| CORD STAFF THIS WEEK 1
Cord Staff this week included: Carman
Roberts, Lindsay Shiels, Linda Martin, Dave
Fairfield, Glenn Marshall, Laurel Stuart, Garry
Engkent, Bruce Wallace, Bill Harmon, Shane
Belknap, Peter Jackson, Wayne Patzalek, John
Andrews, Jim Wilson, Mike Skelton, Wayne
Olan, Samuel Fung, Allan Bexton, Gwen
There will be a Cord Staff meeting on Tues-
day, November 5, at 7:30 p.m. in the Cord of-
fice. This is a very important meeting. All
staff, old and new, should attend.
ture of the beast, caused the col-
lapse of Pub Nite.
Two people in a position of
trust, saw fit to topple an organ-
ization. This should not be toler-
ated Power should rest with the
majority. The Thor Meade Soc-
iety is the students of WLU.






Homecoming 1969 is completed.
Miss WLU is now crowned , . .
and I am able to function with-
out constantly making lists of the
next thing I must remember to
do.
I would like very much to thank
all of those who assisted me with
the queen Pageant: The Cord
Sta£/ that put up with so much
"barking" from me. I'm sorry ...
and I did appreciate the two-page
spread
— the photographers - ait of
you . . . sorry, Dave.
—my committee, especially
Mike and Ron
— The Autosport Club that ar-
ranged for the cars in the parade
and arranged for all my drivers.
— our business manager, who
constantly heard my plea for more
money.
— our nineteen fantastic can-
didates. who remained so enthusi-
astic, and finally Dean Nichols








Apple SO-383 "Abbey Road I ', the Beatles
R.C.A. LSP-4173 "Lighthouse"
It has been one month since the release of "Abbey Load" and
already it has been praised by critics and Beatle funs old and new.
The essential feature which makes this album click is its originality.
Only the Beatles can come up with something as good as this album
certainly is.
The first side beings with the cut 'Come together" (a hard thing
to do in this album is pick the best). This song in my opinion is
the best thing they have done and is a great dance number.
Another good cut, is Maxwell's Silver Hammer, which is some
what like 'Honey Pie' and is one of those whistle-along tunes, In
T want you', Lennon plays lead and sings a basic blues lyric.
The first side begins with the cut 'Come together' (a hard thing)
supposedly written in conjunction with Eric Clapton during the
financial crisis at Apple. This piece features Harrison on the accous
tical guitar. 'Because 'is a three-part harmony which really impressed
me and probably is the most melodic number the Beatles have
released.
The final songs on the album form a medley which is highlighted
with 'Golden Slumbers and Carry that Weight' which keeps coming
in and out of the medley all the way through. If you presently do
not own a Beatles album, I would suggest this one above any of the
18 others still on the market.
On Saturday, November 8 our school will have the priviledge of
hearing a great Canadian group with the unlikely name of 'Light-
house'. If this group comes on as strong as they do in their recent
album, the performance should be well worthwhile.
The immediate impression one gets of this group is total involve-
ment. The sound Lighthouse pours forth is a mixture of blues, jazz,
rock and country. The size of the orchestra means that the members
are able to recreate in live concert sounds which are normally ach-
ieved only in a recording studio through overdubbing and tape
editing.
The album itself was produced in Toronto, the group's home base,
by Skip Prokop and Paul Hoffert with arrangements by the taller.
Prokop and Hoffert make up the nucleus about which the other
member's revolve. Vocals are perhaps the only weak part in this
group. It is not the fact that they are bad. but rather Pinky Dauvin
has to compete with the excellence of the groups' instrumentation.
Three cuts on this album rank favoured attention. The first is
called 'If there ever was a time', written by Prokop. This piece, one
of ten originals, is a nicely arranged blues number.
'Whatever Forever' the first cut on the second side explores the
jazz possiblities of the orchestra and again is excellent.
The best cut 'Eight Miles High' far surpasses the Byrds version.
The guitar work, by lead guitarist Ralph Cole is extraordinary.
The album as a whole is very well done and certainly deserves
the raves it has been getting. When Lighthouse comes to Waterloo
Lutheran in November the experience in sound and talent will be
hard to surpass—in fact il is a safe bet that this group is the best
thing to come out of Canada since "Blood Sweat and Tears."
Down the tube
by John Andrews
"Look at it this way" Charlie
Brown . . . These are your bitter
days . . . these are your days of
hardship and struggle .. . but if
you hold your head up high and
keep on fighting, someday you'll
triumph!"
"Gee. do you really think so,
Lucy?"
"Frankly . . . No'"
—Schult
To most students the compon-
ents of SAC per se and the phil-
osophy which SAC uses to achieve
a certain number of desired ends
are at best hazy and at worse
nebulous and unworthy of note.
It was this situation which I was
referring to in the last column
The matter was worthy of criti-
cism much harsher than was re-
ceived, for as of now SAC still
has an image of being a confused
collection individuals to the out-
sider. Internally, several mem-
bers of SAC itself have pointed
out the confusion and apathy
which permeates Council: confu-
sion both on where they are going
and who is going to take them
there, confusion about who does
what job (which has led to con-
siderable buck-passing, meaning
that those who have both the
abilit\r and desire to work are
being co-opted by the apathy and
laziness of their fellow members).
The main point of the column
was SAC, since it is quite good
at relegating all matters into com-
mittees, should set up a commit-
tee to study itself It is my be-
lief that there is only a certain
FEW on this campus that are
interested enough to work on pro-
jects for the betterment of WLU.
But since there are myriads or
committees, the work force of
these FEW becomes diluted and
no work can be done anyway as
everything is being studied.
Let's turn back to good ol' Bill
Ballard, last year's president of
SAC. for a relevant quote: "I
want the slackers off council (re-
ferring to last year's council),
there's no need to mention names.
They know who they are." That
statement was made in jest for
there were no slackers on last
year's council Last year, the
president of SAC, the first V-P,
the second V P and the treasurer
all knew their jobs and did them,
to a fine art I might add This
year all in all only the treasurer
is doing his job and by doing that
is running council practically by
default. The remaining people ap
pear as mere foils to last year's
council. SAC is like a carpenter
who while puttering around with
his tools watches the house fall
into decay.
This year's SAC appears to have
a PROCRASTINATION COMP-
LEX. If something can be delay-
ed or ignored by neatly filing
it into committees it will be done.
The need to study a problem is
not denied, but perhaps if more
members of SAC were more
aware of the problems less trite
research should be done. The
amount of job awareness on SAC
is clearly illustrated by the mem
bers' pitiful knowledge of Rob-
ert's Rules. The Council is sup-
posed to function around Robert's
Rules, however, since perhaps
only one or two on council have
an adequate knowledge of them
just how in hell is the machine
supposed to function' This is
some training ground for future
politicians if they are too lazy
or unconcerned to take the time
to learn the basics of running a
government. An outside observ-
er of SAC's meeting's described
SAC's knowledge of Robert's
Rules as ridiculous. This person
is currently holding a responsi-
ble position at this school and
has a very accurate knowledge
of Robert's Rules,
Just what is discussed at SAC
meetings besides the placing of
more important matters in the
hands of committees? Why the
discussion of furniture styles,
who has their keys, who gets
what office and who doesn't and
numerous such items? Perhaps
Miss Brown and Miss Kelly could
explain why this was brought be-
fore SAC and not dealt with be-
hind the scenes. There is more
to being a member of SAC than
worrying about shiny nameplates
on desks.
Perhaps the most ridiculous
suggestion made at a SAC meet-
ing was that council meetings be
held every two weeks instead of
every single week. If SAC was
doing its job one meeting a week
would hardly suffice. To the dis-
credit of SAC Miss VanAlstine's
motion passed. Perhaps more time
was needed to worry about in-
ternal power plays and the run-
ning in beauty contests. If this
is so fine have your fun, but
don't shrug off your responsibili-
ty to the student body to do it.
CONCLUSION
At this point in the game it
is gelling fairly obvious that SAC
is pretty well past saving this
year. But that does not mean that
the average studeni has to suf-
fer. You have as much right to
a say as council and have just
as much right to say it. I would
like to suggest that the student
body ignore the workings of SAC
(at least until they prove that
they can handle their jobs ef-
fectively) and deal with more
pressing problems for the aver-
age student by itself. I'm sure
that interested students working
with petitions can help pressure
the administration into unlock-
ing the buildings on weekends,
getting more books for the li-
brary etc. Sure you'll lose the
money you doled out to council
but at least some visible action
will be taken. Let the student
body look after its own problems
and let SAC look after its own.
Tneduts evitartsinimda licnuoc
si ton gnillifuf sti deniltuo eso-
prup. Ta siht tniop a noititep si
gnieb delbmessa rof llacer. Etov
sey rof llacer fo esohl srebmem
ton gnimrofrep rieht ytud sa det-
cele sevitatneserper.
photo by Wilson
Patti May, Miss WLU, and her princesses Linda Martin and Carole Siew admire a
bouquet of paper flowers made for the queen by the retarded children at the Kins-
men Centre, Patti, a second year Arts student, will represent W L U iu the Miss
Canadian University Queen Pageant to be held here during Winter Carnival week.
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Needs two students to sit on the Athletic
Complex Planning Committee. Submit











"Why Vietnam? Why are 'they'
ramming Vietnam at us again?
It's an old subject. Can't they
be more modern? Isn't there
something else? I mean. What's
their problem, being so hung up
about Vietnam? Aren't there oth-
er things to worry about?"
The answer is yes. There are
other problems, other internation-
al and national events to get hung
up about BUT the basic reason
for these others events being
problems—the basic contradic-
tions that are revealed in these
other situations—are epitomized
in the struggle now raging in
Vietnam.
One of the key questions being
posed by so many of the 'other
problems' is that of self-deter-
mination: for the Black American,
the demand to control their own
places of work and their living
conditions; for the Quebec-ois, the
putting into practise the recog-
nized fact that Quebec is French
and a separate nation: for the
Biafrans. the right to rule them-
selves; for the Czeehoslovakians,
the right to implement their own
reforms to bring about a true
Socialist Democracy in their coun-
try: and. for the Latin American
countries, the right to develop
their own nations, without hav-
ing to compromise to American
capital. These and many more
are all key issues. BUT. the bas-
ic problem, the basic contradic-
tion is brought to its fullest frui-
tation in Vietnam.
Six or seven years ago. the
'average citizen" had never even
heard about a little piece of land
called Vietnam, let alone worry
about the Vietnamese right to
self determination. Yet today, it
is not just a very much on the
map and a centre of conversa-
tion, but it is a situation that is
mobilizing great masses of peo-
ple. people who are concerned
about the atrocity of war. about
the imperialist nature of the
American ruling class, about the
involvement of their own country
in a "dirty little war."
What is happening in Vietnam,
concerns the Vietnamese, it con-
cerns their right to their own
self-determination. The majority
of those who will be marching on
November 15. the International
Day of Protest, will be making
two basic demands in relation to
this right of self-determination.
"Withdraw ALL U.S. Troops
NOW'" This has become the in
ternational slogan of the anti-
war movement. This slogan points
out the imperialist nature of the
U.S. agression in Vietnam. This
slogan says. "Mr. Nixon, we are
not satisfied with just token with-
drawal of American troops. Take
them all out. now!" This slogan
says, give the Vietnamese the
fundamental right of nations of
self-determination
"En d Canada's Complicity!"
This- slogan points to our own
government as being participa-
tory in denying the Vietnamese
what is their right The word
complicity was carefully chosen.
It is a legal term. It means that
our government is committing a
criminal offense against the peo-
ple of Vietnam. There is well-
documented proof of this involve-
ment. Arms continue to flow from
Canadian manufacturers to the
American military. Canadian di-
plomats act as spies and apolo-
gists for the Pentagon on the In-
ternational Control Commission.
Canadian scientists arc helping
to develop chemical and biologi-
cal weapons for the arsenals of
world imperialism. Canadian
troops arc now being trained in
anti-riot and counter-insurgency
techniques "End Canada's Com-
plicity" is demanding a halt to
this. It also demands that Cana-
da give the Vietnamese the fun-
damental right of nations to self-
determination.
And that's why Vietnam is a
vital issue today. That's why it
is linked to so many of the other
struggles going on.
The continued and unrelenting
fight of the Vietnamese in the
face of the most militarily power-
ful nation in the world serves as
an inspiration to others who are
now waging their own battle for
self-determination.
The instcnsitv and ferocity of
American participation has serv-
ed as the main 'awakening' fac-
tor for the people of the 'advanc-
ed nations' to demand an end to
imperialist aggression.
On November 15. we (not the
elusive 'they') can demonstrate
our concern and opposition, to
the policies of the U.S. and Ca-
nadian governments which con
travene the rights of the Viet-
namese people—not only to self-
determination. but to life itself.
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TIM HORTON DONUTS
OVER 50 VARIETIES
University and Weber, Waterloo
NEW LOCATION: OTTAWA ST. PLAZA, KITCHENER
Delicious Fresh Ground Coffee — Hoi Chocolate
Nightly Entertainment
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THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING 1
25 UNIVERSITY AVE, EAST I
I one hour service I
| no extra cAarge |
UP FOR GRADS
The following companies will be present on campus during the
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an aip-
pointment with one or more of the company representatives are
requested to arrange an appointment through the Placement
Office, and leave a copy of their resume sheet at the Placenuemt
Office at least one day prior bo the interview date. Placement
literature is available for students in 3C16.
DATE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE
NOV. 3rd — Bell Telephone — B. W. Aikman
NOV. 4th — Bell Telephone — B. W. Aikman
NOV. 6th—Public Service Commission —
Bus. Admin. Auditing and Accounting Only
NOV. 10th—Commercial Life Assurance —
Dr Leibrandt - Branch Mgr.
NOV. 12th — Hudson Bay — Bruce Wells
NOV, 12th — Sun Oil — Mr. Wolfe
NOV. 13th — Canadian Armed Forces — Captain Massairt
NOV. 13th —Sun Oil — Mr. Wolfe
NOV. 14th — Facelle Co. — Mr. D. C. Crosbie
NOV. 13th — Riddell, Stead and Co. —
Mr. F. J. Routery — Mr. R. Cooper
NOV. 19th — Clarkson Gordon Co. —
Mr. K Alles — Mr. C. Armstrong
NOV. 19th — Price Waterhouse and Co.
NOV. 19th —Arthur Andersen — W. T. Reynolds, C.A.
NOV. 20th—Thorne, Gunn. Helewell and Ohristenson
G. E. Godfrey
NOV. 20th—Touohe Ross and Co. — Mr. A. Mlworth
NOV. 20th—McDonald. C'urrie and C'o.
Mr. D. A. Buehlow — Mr. J. B. Cole
NOV. 20th—Peat. Marwick, Mitchell and Co.
Mr. P. Pielsticker
NOV. 21st— Deloit'te, Plendeir, Haskins and Sells
Mr. Ronald McNeill
NOV. 21st — McDonald Currie and Co.
NOV. 24th — Ford Motor Co.
NOV. 25th — Ford Motor Co.
NOV. 26th — Mutual Life Assurance Co. — Mir. J. D. Reynolds
NOV. 27th—Texaco Canada Ltd
NOV. 28th —The Upjohn Co. of Canada — Mr. Stuart Alexander
BOOKSTORE ANNOUNCEMENT
The Bookstore is assembling' a donation of books
to the Joyceville Institution of the Canadian Peni-
tentiary service in Kingston. Ontario. A donation
of approximately $1000.00 worth of text and otner
books will be forthcoming from the Bookstore. It
occurred to us at the Bookstore that there may be
others, students and faculty who may also like to
contribute of their books to this project. There are
a number of men there taking courses at Queen's
University who would appreciate having textbooks
especially in the areas of Politics, Sociology, Psy-
chology. History, Anthropology, Fine Arts and
others that would be of interest to men taking an
interest in the Liberal Arts. If you have any texts
you would like to donate and bring them to the
Bookstore no later than Nov. 7th the Bookstore





Keller Chapel 10:00 - 10:20 a.m, Monday-Friday
Chapel Speakers for the Week of November 3-7
Monday — Mr. David Hallman
Tuesday — Services of Prayer and
Petitions
Wednesday — Dr. Kurt Kock — "Magic
and and Mystery as Religious
Thursday Phenomena"
Friday — Mr. John Miller
Wednesdays —■ 10:00 p.m. Keffer Chape! — Holy Communion
The Sugar Shoppe—How sweet it wasn't
To be original those days takes
a Jot. So much is happening that
a little rubs off on evervine of
us. Even if you don't possess the
imaginative powers required to
ex ate. an improvement over the
original is certainly some sort of
hi sp.
Unfortunately, the Sugar Shop-
pe possessed neither originality
nor flawlessness. They came
jfCross as a rather watered-down
Mammas and Papas with Pas
Vegas type overtones. Musically
aware, they could not cash in on
their own talent. Only twice did
a semblance of brilliance shine
through. Homeward Bound and
I Need a Friend showed signs of
promise. Although borrowed
songs, the arrangement of each
could be classified as interesting.
But once these were performed,
a Mamas and Papas relapse oc-
curred. Back we went to the style
made famous by the American
group. And to make matters
worse, this carbon copy lagged
behind "big brother."
Lee Harris is certainly no
Vara a Cass. Both her bodily and
vocal fullness cannot compare to
her majesty: the Mamma. It is
true that she has copied to a tee
that familiar soprano wail of
Cass; but as a lead vocalist, her
talent falls well short.
Laurie Hood demands atten-
tion, for if anyone deserves re.
cognition. it is she. Her vocals
matched any female pop singers
in the United States as well as
Canada. Her only mistake of the
evening came with the introduc-
tion fit Peter Mann.
Billed as the talented composer
and arranger of the group some
further credit should fall his
way. Here is the man who has
intently listened to scores and
scores of Mamas and Papas re-
cordings and then adapted their
style to his or someone else's
music. It is useless fo say more
lor most of his arrang' nwmts
speak for their unimaginative
selves.
Victor Garber did take some
initiative. He wrote a song end
managed to perform it according
to his own si vie. Given a lit fie
time, he and Laurie Hood could
salvage this ensemble. They may
even give it a true Canadian
flavour, which would be some*
thing under the circumstances.
photo by PofzaleJt
The Sugar Shoppe at W. L. U. helped to make Homecoming 69 a success.
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INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS
LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS I
DRAMATIC NEW THE
lovely diamond Bridal Set
'
MISS SIMPr.If'
pair comes in 14 Kt. R,n,!s 1o be worn with white or ye-1-
by baguettes!
A lifetime treasure. jBHR set in 14-18 Kt. white jji|gjga «»Mr» diamond
k 250.00 «»»«•' gp'^Wsio!00|gB* clgsly?|^r'. c,!'; c '°'i
dewcddml" Kine with Jill A w" nderrul vsJ "e , i,n * ilia of beatify and simplicity
ENGAGEMEKT
0
KING i~c ;AKAX MKT Jlli Single brilliant DiamondWith matching Wedding sjp ¥ , iU " jgw* with two Diamonds In
Band. Smartly ensra\ed fB% vjn »■ '" Jalla matching Wedding Band.
In yellow and white Gold. j||pfc. WAI/rF.RS srKCIAJL jßflk Special
k 99.00 Set jjpgilli 399.00 250.00 Set j
I
Open Friday Until 9 p.m.
151 King West, Kitchener -744-4444 I
Stores in Kileheiier. Gait. Giwlph, St. Catharines. Brunt lord
COMING "uesday, November 4— 8 p.m. I
LED ZEPPELIN plus THE COPPER PENNY
RESERVED SEATS: Floor and Reds $4.54 plus 46c $5.00
Blues $3-64 plus 36c $4.00 —On Sale at: Miller's
Art's Colonial Record Bar, SUBOG Office
'SHADOW OF A
PALE HOUSE7 I
'J970 WODT, Festival Entry
Colir# Gorrie, Director
Phone 653-7324
i a pmcc Aktr\ rckiTC JOIN THE GANG AT AL'SJX~T UNIVERSITY BILLIARDS
{Corner of King and University)
Spiel by Shane Belknap
At last r can say that I have
attended a real live ballet in its
full flushing" colour. The Royal
Winnipeg Ballet corps gave me
a good introduction to this field
of dainty agility. After watching
the performance, somehow I
could never imagine myself as a
male ballet dancer.
How would you feel if you had
to wear those skin-tight leotards?
I mean really skin tight. When
you can see everything, every
wrinkle of skin, every muscle,
every hair on your leg that was
missed by the razor. I could ima-
gine the pain that might knife
through me as I bent over or
stretched into some wierdly
graceful form. Oh . , . and the
pain was intense.
Could you picture yourself
leaping across the floor, softly
landing in front of the prima
ballerina only to be met by her
foot which you have to raise over
your shoulders? If I were able to
perform some of their sheer phy-
sical contortion feats such as
pulling your leg behind your neck
while balancing easily on your
big toe, I would never be able
to catch and raise the hurtling
body of a ballerina into the air.
If I were ever to get into the
ballet I would be setting the
movement back to a period before
ballet was ever thought of.
Could you put yourself in the
position where you were faced
with hours and hours of practice
in those body stockings or leo-
tards they wear? Only to be up-
staged by some beautiful baller-
ina who gathers the limelight as
you diligently lift her above your
head.
The Royal Winnipeg painted
me a much belter picture of a
male ballet dancer (he should be
called a balletet) than I had
originally conceived him to be.
Before, I never really thought
that males appeared in any major
role in this mainly feminine
field. Perhaps being a male I
only notice the ballerinas, but I
think in this area the female is
glorified more than the male.
Grace, beauty, and agility I us-
ually associate with the woman.
An aura of feminity I attached to
the male involved in the ballet.
I could imagine an interviewer
snickering" as he read your oc-
cupation while you applied for
some job in a steel mine—male
ballet dancer. The Royal Winni-
pag changed mv opinion a little
bit. After seeing them perform
their aggressively choreographed
steps rather than the dainty steps
taken in a ballet dance, and lift
and support the ballerinas many
times, I decided there is some
masculinity attached to this role.
But somehow I can't really see
myself in tight stretchy leotards
with something resembling an
undershirt on top. Nor can I see
turning myself inside out in or-
der to achieve some graceful posi-
tion. Nor can I see myself pen-
cilling in my eyebrows, or con-
stantly manicuring my hair, or
even wearing that pancake make-
up. Thumhow I would make a
very poor ballet dancer.
Hunger strike continues at SFU
BURNABY (CUP)—Striking fa-
culty and students at Simon Fras-
er University called a general as-
sembly Monday to decide what
action to take on injunctions
against picketting imposed by the
courts October 23.
At the request of SFU adminis-
tration president Kenneth Strand,
the British Columbia supreme
court imposed an injunction again-
st faculty or "anyone acting on
their behalf" picketting or distri-
buting literature about the strike
in the department of political
science, sociology and anthropo-
logy, now in its fifth week.
PSA faculty spent the weekend
examining the final form of the
injunction and determining what
actions they may still take.
All picketting was suspended
Friday, October 24 in the face of
the injunction.
Meanwhile a hunger strike
started by one staff member and
12 students Thursday, October 23
continues on a 24-hour-a-day basis
until administration meets the
fasters' requests that it lift the
suspension of eight PSA profs,
negotiate "in good faith" with
PSA and drop charges against
striking students and faculty.
The hunger strikers said their
"fast for freedom" was designed
to de-escalate and de-polarize the
conflict on the campus and call
attention to the "profound moral
urgency of the present conflict
within our community."
PSA faculty and students, as
well as students in English, his-
tory and education are protesting
administration interference in the
PSA department.











Sun., Nov. 2—8:15 p m, I





Wed., Nov. 5—12 noon




First United Church I
King and William St., Wafet'oo





Tropical Fish, Marine Fish
Sea Horses. Birds and Small
Animals.







Lower Mall, Waterloo Square
Phone 576-9950
OPEN 9 a.m. - MIDNIGHT
Grad Photo
Appointments
FINAL DATE NOVEMBER 7th
For Yearbook at Forde Studio
745-8637
Forde Studio
"if you ever become bored
it's your own fault. 8
"I may work with pencil and paper, but more important,
1 work with ideas," says Tom Grayson, a 1968 B.Sc. graduate
in mathematics from the University of Windsor. Tom is
a member of the information systems programming team at
London Life, He first became interested in a career in
information systems when he took a computer science
course at university. He felt he could reach his goals with
London Life. "You can use the major computer languages here
because you've got the equipment to do it,"he says. "It's
satisfying to work with a team, yet be recognized for '
your individual effort."
There's a challenge waiting for you too, at London Life.
For further information consult your placement officer,
or write to the Personnel Dept., Station 160A,
LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario
Hawks go down to Guelph Gryphons
by Bill Harmon
On Saturday, before the Home-
coming crowd of about 5.000 stu-
dents. the Guelph Gryphons scor-
ed a fourth quarter 17-12 win over
the Golden Hawks.
After shutting out Guelph for
three quarters, and piling up a
12-0 score, the Hawks' defence
suddenly let down and permitted
Guelph to score 37 points in a
four minute span.
The first quarter was scoreless,
even though the Hawks dominat-
ed the play. A field goal was dis-
allowed due to a questionable
penalty.
The Hawks opened the scoring
with a single on a punt by Paul
Gray. Soon after that, after Mike
McMahon intercepted, the Hawks
scored a touchdown on a 30-yard
reverse play to Terry Harvey.
Wally Parkers' convert was good.
Paul Gray ended the scoring
in the first half with another
long single. At ha) ft ime the score
was Hawks 9. Guelph 0. The third
quarter saw little offensive ac-
tion, the only points being on
a 25-yard field goal by Wally
Parker, with the score at the end
of three quarters being 12-0 for
the Hawks.
The last quarter was the first,
quarter witnessed by Lutheran
fans since the College Bowl, in
four minutes of play the Gry-
phons, capitalizing on a broken
play, some sloppy tackling and
a fumble, scored 17 points to win
the game. The Guelph quarter-
back, Jim Ravensdale, scored a
touchdown on a broken field run.
Jerry Organ, who converted both
touchdowns, then kicked a 15-
yard field goal. The crushing blow
came on a 65-yard punt return
by Steve Stewart. Some poor tack-
ling enabled the fleet halfback
to score (he touchdown. The Gry-
phons then held on to the win, a
win that could possibly have cost
the Hawks the College Bowl.
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
CCIFC
Results Saturday: Loyola 0,
Bishop's 23; Sir George 3.. Mon-
treal 6; R.IVIC 15, Macdonald 1*
Ottawa 6, Windsor 31: Gueiph
17, Waterloo Lutheran 12.
Saturday — RMC at Bishop's;
Loyola at Maedonald; Sir George
at Montreal; Laurentian at Otta-
wa: Guelph at Ottawa; Guelph at
York; Waterloo Lutheran at
Windsor. Ontario Senior.
O-OAA
Results Saturday; Toronto 41,
Western 16; Queen's 3, McGill 21;
U. of W. 2,9, MeMaster B.
Saturday—Queen's at Toronto;
McGill at Waterloo; Western at
MeM aster.
photo by Patzalek
About 5,000 came to watch the Hawks go down.
photo by Andrews
Golden Hawk Terry Harvey escapes Gryphon
and beads for pay dirt.
Eastern Division
Western Division
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Bishop's 5 0 0 190 48 10
EMC 4 1 0 127 68 8
MaedonaJd 3 2, 0 94 85 4
Loyola 2 3 0 94 85 4
Montreal 1 4 0 43 166 2
Sir George 0 5 0 50 144 0
Caileton 4 1 M48 78 9
Windsor 4 1 0 128 44 8
Waterloo L 3 1 1 129 47 7
Guelph 3 2 0 84 67 6
Ottawa 2 3 0 96 96 4
York 1 4 0 52 134 2
Lauren* km 0 5 0 16 187
W L T F A P
McGill 4 1 0 144 50 $
Toronto 4 1 0 131 93 5
Queen's 3 2 0 78 62 6
Western 2 3 0 101 110 4
U. of W. 2 3 0 83 108 4
MeMaster 0 5 0 53 168 0
| CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER! "Best Film By a New PSrecioFj
161 K,NG ST
- E -- KITCHENER
Continuous Daily From 1:30 p.m.
Last Complete Show 9:20 p.m.
"Remarkable!" Seventeen
"A Major Movie!" Time I phone m btN COLOR | 579. 0740 !I A admITTANCF I
BMW ftfclQFi ~i lU3liMNm !a r£ASS Qf AC£ OR ovt(l
Starting
PETER FONDA DENNIS HOPPER
NOW PLAYING
ttjJ'" '*1 V Evqs. at 8:30 Phone 579-0740
Mat. Sat., Sun. & Holidays 2 p.m.
WINNER! 3 ACADEMY AWARDS A
INCLUDING BEST ACTRESS Katharine hepburn W
]P€T€K OTOOL6 KATHARIN6 H6PBURN |
- . 4th WEEK
Tl !/*» Prices: Reserved PerformanceJlifc H Mat Adults 1.50, Student 1.25
LION IN WINT6R Evgs. Adults 2.00, Student 1.50 |
r-mri Tickets Now On Seie
IYR IC SUNSET
THEATRE j DRIVE-IN
Continuous \ Fri., Sat,, Sun.






"Catherine Sjiauk ■■■? *. •"Aftiltea
CurioiiH (freest, Hugh Hefner"*
tvith en> y...unU ||. F«u(ftOM«#
ikoWw to Iwwme : took like a
$ ont-uomnn t nureei y school!'*
Jkiitvey survey." '< ' /
HADI.EV METZGKH
|*'THE [IBERTINE^]




fey Carrol Anne Curry, lyric Soprano
University Affiliate Artist 1969-70
The program will feature BACH'S "WEDDING
CANTATA" with orchestral accompaniment, as
well as music by Barber, Debussy and Rauel.
Accompanist will be Stuart Hamilton
ADMISSION FREE
Theatre Auditorium, Mort., Wov. 3 at 8 p.m.
Student Board of Publications Retires
A Part-Time Secretary
The young lady in question must be charming,
personable, and intelligent. Typing should be
another one of her assets, also she must be able
to deal with a large variety of handsome, young
men. Please contact the Board of Pubs office
in person or call 744-8681 or 576-0462.
Electric - Portable - Standard
TYPEWRITERS








Opposite Queen S. Parking Lot
Queen S. at Charles — 745-1171
iNiH
4; :. » i . jjgs9|B
BH k.: J
iwdfc I
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EVENTS
CALENDAR
I
m
NOVEMBER
1969
»
Waterloo
Lutheran
University
1SATURDAY,
NOV.
1
Football
vs.
Windsor
(away)
1
2|
3
4
5
6
7
8
SUNDAY,
NOV.
2
MONDAY,
NOV.
3
TUESDAY,
NOV.
4
WEDNESDAY,
NOV.
5
THURSDAY,
NOV.
6
FRIDAY,
NOV.
7
SATURDAY,
NOV.
8
nan
0
,.„„„
8:00
p.m.
All-night
Horror
shows
9:00a.m.
Library
Science
lecture
8.00
p.m.
SLBOG
movie
(1E1)
(TA)
8:00
p.m.
Lighthouse
concert
(T
A.)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
SUNDAY,
NOV.
9
MONDAY,
NOV.
10
TUESDAY,
NOV.
11
WEDNE5DAY,
NOV.
12
THURSDAY,
NOV.
13
FRIDAY,
NOV.
14
SATURDAY,
NOV.
15
Hockey
vs.
Uniwat
9:30
a.m.
International
day
of
protest
against
the
war
in
Vietnam
Rally
in
Waterloo
Square
and
march
up
King
Street.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
SUNDAY,
NOV.
16
MONDAY,
NOV.
17
TUESDAY,
NOV.
18
WEDNESDAY,
NOV.
1?
THURSDAY,
NOV.
20
FRIDAY,
NOV.
21
SATURDAY,
NOV.
22
Hockey
vs
Trent
(away)
Basketball
vs
Uniwat
9:00
a.m.
Library
Science
lecture
2.00p.m.
Hockey
vs
Ryerson
(home)"Lost
Weekend"
—
Intervarsity
Champion-
ship
Rally
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
SUNDAY,
NOV.
23
MONDAY,
NOV.
24
TUESDAY,
NOV.
25
WEDNESDAY,
NOV.
26
THURSDAY,
NOV.
27
FRIDAY,
NOV.
28
SATURDAY,
NOV.
29
•'Lost
Weekend"
-
Basketball
vs
Ryerson
2:00
p.m.
Hockey
vs
Windsor
Intervarsity
Champion-
(awav)
(home)
ship
Rally
'
——————————————
7:00
p.m.
Women's
Vollevball
Basketball
vs
Windsor
uway)
OU
8:30
p.m.
Women
s
Basketball
SUNDAY,
NOV.
30
